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Pokemon Viz Graphic Novel
Humorous comics, Pokémon trivia, and fun puzzles based on the characters from the best-selling Pokémon Black and White video games! A
pocket-sized book brick jam-packed with four-panel comic strips featuring all the new Pokémon Black and White characters, Pokémon vital
statistics, Pokémon trivia, Pokémon puzzles, and Pokémon fun quizzes!
Red's Pokémon training journey is full of exciting challenges... Join Red as he competes with his rival Blue, travels through the dangerous
Safari Zone, battles gym leaders for badges, and discovers the secret of a mysterious Eevee! And watch out for Team Rocket, Red... They're
hunting you! -- VIZ Media
All your favorite Pokémon game characters jump out of the screen into the pages of this action-packed manga! Red doesn't just want to train
Pokémon, he wants to be their friend too. Bulbasaur and Poliwhirl seem game. But independent Pikachu won't be so easy to win over! And
watch out for Team Rocket, Red... They only want to be your enemy! -- VIZ Media
When Pikachu and Ash decide to practice their surfing with the help of Puka, Team Rocket soon finds them, and Pikachu and Puka must surf to
safety.
Team Galactic commanders Jupiter, Mars and Saturn are determined to bomb Lake Verity, Lake Valor and Lake Acuity to awaken the
Legendary Lake Pokémon that dwell in their depths! Diamond, Pearl and Platinum divide forces to stop them—but can they conquer? Then,
when things go awry, it’s...Diamond to the rescue?! Plus, meet Abomasnow, Tangrowth, Buizel, Gastrodon, Purugly, Staravia, and Luxray! -VIZ Media
The Electric Tale of Pikachu
Pokémon Adventures
The Art of Pokémon Adventures
Stick 'n Play Book
Pokémon Alola Region Sticker Book
The tie-in manga for Pokemon movie 12: Arceus and the Jewel of Life Long ago, Legendary Pokemon Arceus was betrayed by a human it
trusted with its life. Now Arceus is back for vengeance. With the help of their new friends Sheena and Kevin, Ash and Dawn must convince
Arceus not to destroy humankind.
Moon is on her way to deliver a rare Pokemon to Professor Kukui in the Alola region when she meets his good friend Sun, a courier entrusted
with a special Pokedex. Sun offers to safely deliver Moon to the professor's lab... But then they tangle with a
Awesome adventures inspired by the best-selling new Pokémon Sun & Moon video games set in the tropical Alola Region! Sun dreams of
money. Moon dreams of scientific discoveries. When their paths cross with Team Skull, both their plans go awry… It’s a showdown in Vast
Poni Canyon to repel the invading Ultra Beasts! Sun and Moon must gain control of Legendary Pokémon Solgaleo and Lunala before Faba
can use them to take over the Aether Foundation. And then a Trainer and Pokémon get dragged into a wormhole… Why won’t Sun fight the
Ultra Beasts alongside his friends?
Red decides to explore the wonders of the Pokemon world, meeting experts like Misty, Professor Oak, and Bill, but he has trouble making
Pikachu his friend.
This full-color graphic novel takes its storyline from the "Pokmon" show and features animation stills from the series. Tells the story of 10-yearold Ash, who tries to become the world's greatest Pokmon trainer.
The Best of Pokemon Adventures
Pokemon the First Movie
Desperado Pikachu
Pokémon Pocket Comics: Classic
Pokémon: Arceus and the Jewel of LIfe

This second entry in the "Magical Pokmon Journey" series introduces new characters as Almond takes the Pokmon on a trip through
an underground cave. Includes a full-color poster. Illustrations.
Awesome adventures inspired by the best-selling new Pokémon Sun & Moon video games set in the tropical Alola Region! Sun
dreams of money. Moon dreams of scientific discoveries. When their paths cross with Team Skull, both their plans go awry… Sun
and Moon are stranded in Ultra Space, home of the Ultra Beasts! Worse, they’ve lost Legendary Pokémon Lunala! Who can they
trust in this alternate dimension...? Things look dark for everyone—especially in Ultra Megalopolis, the city that has lost its light! Will
our heroes ever get home?
Gotta colour 'em all! Hundreds of Pokemon for you to catch and colour in this beautiful colouring book. BECOME A TOP
POKÉMON TRAINER WITH THIS FANTASTIC COLOURING BOOK! This jam-packed book contains over 100 Pokémon
for you to colour in and make your own. Get creative as you dive into the Pokémon universe. Gotta colour 'em all!
Artwork, sketches and a brand-new manga short story from the artist of the Pokémon Adventures series inspired by the best-selling
Pokémon video games! A collection of beautiful full-color art from the Pokémon Adventures graphic novel series! In addition to fullcolor illustrations of your favorite Pokémon, this vibrant volume also includes exclusive sketches and storyboards, four pull-out
posters and a brand-new manga side story published in English for the first time!
Collects together those stories involving Pokemon trainer Red as he tries to catch Mew, Poliwhirl, Bulbasaur, and even Pikachu.
Legendary Pokémon
Pokemon
Pokémon: Sun & Moon, Vol. 8
Pokemon Advanced Battle, Vol. 1
Pokémon Adventures: Diamond and Pearl/Platinum
Ash and his friends continue their adventures, this time visiting Maisie Island, Wazoo Island, and the
ABC Islands on their way to Mossdeep City and the Hoenn League.
Determined to become the greatest Pokemon trainer, Ash Ketchum trains Pikacchu to be be his partner and
enters the Pokemon League.
What trouble will your favorite Pokémon get into in this volume of four-panel comics? Your favorite
classic Pokémon from the first two generations appear in this fourth volume in the series: Pikachu,
Ninetails, Charmander, Psyduck and Clefairy—to name just a few! Pokémon stories, puns, jokes and vital
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statistics!
When Giovanni's scientists clone Mewtwo from rare PokTmon Mew, they get more than they bargained for, in
a graphic novel illustrated with actual cels from the hit movie. Original.
Two books in one! -Pokémon stories, puns and jokes! -Fun quizzes on Pokémon Abilities, moves, types,
evolution and much more! To the forest! To the sea! To Legendary Island! Join our Pokémon pals on a
quest through Unova for the Legendary joke—while testing your Pokémon knowledge and laughing all the
way!
Pokémon Origami: Fold Your Own Alola Region Pokémon
Gaining Groudon
Pokémon Matchmakers
Pokemon the Movie: I Choose You!
Pokémon Adventures: X•Y, Vol. 1

Pokémon trainer Red goes off on a training challenge and...never comes back! But a tired and tattered Pikachu manages to return home by himself.
A mysterious young trainer in yellow befriends Pikachu, and together they set out to find our missing hero! And watch out for Team Rocket, Yellow
Caballero... Could they be behind Red's mysterious disappearance? -- VIZ Media
Pokémon trainer Red has vanished... Trainer Yellow Caballero and Red's faithful Pikachu are off to rescue him. But it will take smarts, skills, and a
lot of help from friends and other Pokémon to find and rescue Red! And watch out for the Elite Four, Yellow Caballero... Are you a strong enough
Pokémon trainer to defeat all of them? -- VIZ Media
Fablewood is a pretty dangerous place, but no area is more dangerous than the City of Rimes, deep in the heart of the Children's Realm. After
transferring in from the realm of Mystery, a failed detective from an unfinished prose novel, Frankie Mack, is about to uncover a conspiracy that could
unmake storytelling itself. After Humpty Dumpty is pushed to crack and Jack (of Jack and Jill) goes AWOL, Frankie and his partner, Simple Simon,
are put on the case. Collects the complete six-issue miniseries.
Awesome adventures inspired by the best-selling Pokémon Black Version and Pokémon White Version video games! Meet Pokémon Trainers
Black and White! White has a burgeoning career as a Trainer of performing Pokémon. Black is about to embark on a training journey to explore the
Unova region and fill a Pokédex for Professor Juniper. Who will Black choose as his first Pokémon? Who would you choose? Plus, meet feisty
Pokémon Tepig, Snivy, Oshawott and many more new Pokémon of the unexplored Unova region!
As the twentieth film in the series, Pokemon: I Choose You! returns to origins of the Pokemon series when Ash first met Pikachu! When Ash
Ketchum oversleeps on his 10th birthday, he ends up with a stubborn Pikachu instead of the first partner Poke mon he wanted! But after a rocky
start, Ash and Pikachu become close friends and true partners—and when they catch a rare glimpse of the Legendary Poke mon Ho-Oh in flight,
they make plans to seek it out together. Trainers Verity and Sorrel join Ash on his journey, and along the way, they meet the mysterious Mythical
Poke mon Marshadow. When they near their goal, an arrogant Trainer named Cross stands in their way. Can Ash and Pikachu defeat him and
reach Ho-Oh as they promised, or will their journey end here?
Pokémon Adventures (Red and Blue)
Pokémon
Pokémon Adventures (Red and Blue), Vol. 1
Electric Pikachu Boogaloo
Pokémon the Movie: The Power of Us--Zeraora's Story
All your favorite Pokémon game characters jump out of the screen into the pages of this action-packed manga! A stylish new omnibus edition of the bestselling Pokémon Adventures manga, collecting all the original volumes of the series you know and love. Ruby and Sapphire find out that Archie and Maxie,
the leaders of evil Team Aqua and equally evil Team Magma, are using the Blue Orb and the Red Orb to control two Legendary Pokémon, Kyogre and
Groudon. As the two Trainers struggle with their opponents, they also discover a mysterious connection between their own memories of the past. Can they
figure out the secret in time to awaken three Pokémon that can save the day? Collects the original Pokémon Adventures volumes 19, 20 & 21!
PokémonThe Electric Tale of PikachuViz
Awesome Pokémon adventures inspired by the best-selling Pokémon movies! This graphic novel tie-in to the second installment in the Pokémon movie
series reboot, Pokémon the Movie: The Power of Us—Zeraora tells the backstory of the film’s featured character, Legendary Pokémon Zeraora. Ash and
Pikachu arrive in Fula City at the start of its renowned Wind Festival and meet Margo, the mayor’s daughter, and Dr. Hawthorn, a scientist. Through the
magic of Dr. Hawthorn’s virtual reality technology, our friends experience the history of the city firsthand and meet Mythical Pokémon Zeraora and
Legendary Pokémon Lugia. Why did one of them fly off, never to be seen again…? And will it return in the film Pokémon the Movie: The Power of Us?!
This second volume of the popular "Pokmon Stick 'N Play Books" includes a scene for each season as Ash, Misty, Brock, Team Rocket, and their Pokmon
buddies surf, snack, and gallivant their way through each scene. Readers can add additional Pokmon from the sheet of reusable stickers. Illustrations.
Poke+a7mon expert Professor Oak, his nephew, and others try to capture all the Poke+a7mon to complete a collection and win a series of duels against
other Poke+a7mon trainers, in a title which features Mew, a super-rare "New Species" Poke+a7mon. Original.
Pokémon Adventures: Heart Gold Soul Silver
Pokémon Pocket Comics: Sun & Moon
Pokémon X • Y Pocket Comics
Pokémon: Sun & Moon, Vol. 9
Pokémon Adventures 20th Anniversary Illustration Book

Red is improving rapidly as a Pok mon trainer--and so is his competition. But now Red must team up with his biggest
rival Blue and thief Green to defeat a common enemy! And watch out for Team Rocket, Red... They won't let you into
Saffron City! -- VIZ Media
Red has set out on a Pok mon trainer's journey, but it's a lot harder than he ever expected. He is constantly
bumping into his rival Blue and the sneak-thief Green; he has to battle gym leaders for badges; and he is being hunted
by the evil organization Team Rocket.
Humorous comics, Pok mon trivia, and fun puzzles based on the characters from the best-selling Pok mon Black
and White video games! A pocket-sized book brick jam-packed with four-panel comic strips featuring all the new
Pok mon Black and White characters, Pok mon vital statistics, Pok mon trivia, Pok mon puzzles, and Pok mon
fun quizzes! Reads L to R (Western Style) for all ages.
Now it’s up to X to use the skills that made him champion to defeat the threat looming over Vaniville Town. Can the
reclusive X and the determined Y help their friends ward off two Legendary Pok mon and the mysterious Team
Flare?! -- VIZ Media
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What trouble will your favorite Pok mon get into in this volume of gag comics? The fifth volume in the best-selling
Pok mon activity and gag comic series, in a substantial brick book format. Litten, Rockruff, Popplio, Bewear and
many more of your favorite Pok mon of the Alola region, with classic favorites like Pikachu and Psyduck, romp
through the pages of this hysterical collection of Pok mon four-panel comics! Plus fun puzzles and creative projects!
Pok mon Black and White
Pokemon: Pokemon Creative Colouring: Official
Surf's Up, Pikachu
Legendary Pok mon. Volume 2
Fiction Squad

Sand, Sun, and Snow: Welcome to the Pokémon of Alola! More than 300 kinds of Pokémon can be found in the Alola
Region Sticker Book—including Island Guardians, Ultra Beasts, and Legendary Pokémon as colorful, action-packed
stickers! From friendly little Pokémon like Rowlet, Litten, and Popplio to Pokémon that love to battle like Zygarde,
Solgaleo, and Lunala, you’ll find hundreds of different stickers featuring Pokémon old and new, complete with vital
information about each of them. You’ll also discover amazing oversize stickers of the Ultra Beasts and Island
Guardians, and much more! To create your own favorite combinations, this sticker book also includes unique pull-out
island scene pages for beach, jungle, and mountaintop Pokémon—so grab one today and get started!
All your favorite Pokémon game characters jump out of the screen into the pages of this action-packed manga! A
stylish new omnibus edition of the best-selling Pokémon Adventures manga, collecting all the original volumes of the
series you know and love. When Pokémon Trainer Red encounters a challenger he can’t fight alone, he must join up
with Blue, his former nemesis, and Green, a thief. This unlikely trio and their Pokémon will need to learn to work as a
team if they’re going to defeat their mutual enemy! Collects the original Pokémon Adventures volumes 1, 2 & 3!
Pokâemon trainers Gold and Silver team up to find their enemy Lance and the legendary Pokâemon Arceus.
Red and Pikachu go on a Pokemon trainer's journey and encounter obstacles from rivals Blue and Green, the Safari
Zone, and Dragonite and the bird Pokemon.
Offers a series of tales in graphic format of the adventures of Ash and Pikachu and their experiences in their first
great Pokemon tournament.
Pokémon Sun & Moon
Pokémon Adventures Collector's Edition, Vol. 1
Pokémon Pocket Comics
Mysterious Mew
Folding Fun for Everyone—Island Style! Every Pokémon fan is happy to see Pokémon in new shapes
and styles, and these new origami Pokémon include Pikachu and nine more Pokémon friends from
the islands of Alola, including Rowlet, Litten, and Popplio! Pokémon Origami: Fold Your Own
Alola Region Pokémon offers lots of new ways to play with the Pokémon you love best! In these
detailed pages, you get the full how-to guide, including: Simple step-by-step origami
walkthroughs! All the materials needed to complete your 10 Pokémon, including special sheets of
origami paper! Helpful full-color examples of all the finished origami Pokémon! Tips and tricks
to keep your Pokémon looking extra sharp! Turn your favorite Pokémon into folded art with the
easy origami projects in Pokémon Origami: Fold Your Own Alola Region Pokémon today!
Red
Pokémon Adventures Collector's Edition, Vol. 7
Pokémon Pocket Comics: Black & White
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